
Moonflower Community Cooperative
Board of Directors Minutes

12/15/22 5:30 PM
Library Small Conference Room

Mission Statement:  The Moonflower Community Cooperative provides socially responsible
foods, goods and education to promote a healthy, sustainable community.

Vision Statement: Cultivating holistic community wellness, The Moonflower Community
Cooperative serves as a hub for the exchange of ideas and inspires prosperity through a culture of
inclusion and collaboration that nurtures a healthy mind, body and spirit in harmony with nature.

5:30 PM: OWNER COMMENTS

5:40 PM: AGENDA CONSENT
1. December agenda corrections/additions
2. November minutes approval Judy made a motion to approve, Brook seconded the

motion, all were in favor

5:45 PM: REPORTS
3. GM Store report & additions

Sales were down a bit, some staff changes, a bit overstaffed right now, seems a bit slower this
year than last year at this time. Also brought in new line from ancient tradition. Heat pump in the
front heater went out and so it was replaced. Freezer light was also replaced. Shane has also
had to do some work on the roof from some improvements last month. Inventory and end of
year sale coming up. Shane is going to be out for ten days. Had a dinner to discuss MOD plan
for overlapping or other ways to address burnout and cross-training to help alleviate the
workload. It was attended by all buyers and MODs with the exception of Juliette.
-Website update - gave blue host one more try to solve the issue. They made it worse and our
website was down in the process so it was decided to go ahead and move to godaddy and
move the website over. There will be some overlap and we will need to follow up with how to
move the emails over as well from blue host. Some of the pathways in blue host were not ours
so there were a lot of concerns since it was a long process without much improvement. No gift
card purchase options at this time until we move things over. Tom is working on it.

4. Committee reports
❏ Board Recruitment Committee: Emily (chair) & Jess
❏ Owner Engagement Committee: Judy(chair) & Jess & Brook & Alison & Kendra
❏ Personnel Committee: Judy (chair) Jess & Brook
❏ Financial Committee: Jonny (chair) & Emily & Josie & Kendra
❏ Policy Committee: Jonny (chair) Emily & Josie

❏ Policy discussion from Jonny on Climate and Culture - Good to look at
how we can support our community and culture with ongoing issues
related to workforce housing and other barriers to help staff. Would it be
possible to provide a market for Arroyo and/or other single units. Audrey



from CR has stopped by to do a little market at Arroyo or potentially a
second location. Do we need to create a sub-committee to discuss this
expansion? We will circle back to how to incorporate more marketing
related to culture and community collaborations and Shane will follow up
with Maggie on this kind of outreach. We will also follow up on if we are
providing food or catering, then there needs to be some kind of social
media outreach or agreement on how to give credit to moonflower.

6:15 PM: DISCUSSION:
5. Solar panels discussion - no updates at this time. Judy shared her conversation with

Glen by email with the team and the report was also shared with Shane and Lisa. We just need
to look things over and review the position of the panels to see if they are situated with regards
to weight distribution.

9. Staff survey will be discussed during executive session
10. Owner survey 2023 - Emily shared that it would be nice to cast a wider net before the

BOD retreat in April so we can think about what we want to hear from owners before we do
future planning. We could think about how to look at shopping habits to grow the amount of
things that they can receive from MF. Would be interesting to see what types of things people
are going to other locations for in lieu of MF shopping. One person wished that we had asked
what you get at other stores that you cannot find at MF. May be good to do some marketing with
cross comparing. Will follow-up and compile some questions next month so we can have the
survey live from February - March before the board retreat.

6:45 PM: POLICY REVIEW:
BOD self-monitoring surveys

7:00 PM: ACTION ITEMS:
10. GM monitoring report Kc makes motion to approve - judy seconds - all in favor
11. GM review

(7:05 PM: EXECUTIVE SESSION) - Judy made a motion to go into executive session and
Jonny seconds motion - all in favor

7:30 PM: ADJOURN


